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Abstract
Internet has grown by several orders of magnitude in recent years, and this growth has escalated the importance of computer security.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to protect computer networks. However, the overwhelming ﬂow of log data generated by IDS
hamper security administrators from uncovering the hidden attack scenarios. Therefore, the autonomic IDS event analysis system is
essential to make the IDS console smarter and more eﬃcient. In this paper, we propose an IDS autonomic event analysis system represented by description logics, which allows inferring the attack scenarios and enabling the attack knowledge semantic queries. The modiﬁed case grammar PCTCG is used to convert raw alerts into frame-structured alert streams, and the alert semantic network 2-AASN is
used to generate the attack scenarios, which can then inform the security administrator. Afterwards, based on the alert contexts, attack
scenario instances are extracted, and attack semantic query results on attack scenario instances using spreading activation technique are
forwarded to the security administrator.
 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
With the upsurge of Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks on computer network facilities, preventing
the networks from the attacks has become a critical issue.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to protect computer networks. However, the overwhelming ﬂow of log
data generated by IDS hamper security administrator to
overcome this problem, diﬀerent correlation methods [1–
4] have shown that the alert correlation is an eﬃcient solution. In [1], the aggregation and correlation component is
introduced, the purpose of which is to group the alerts into
the duplication relationship and consequence relationship.
M2D2 [2] includes four information types in the alert correlation process: the monitored system, the known vulnerabilities, the security tools, and the alerts. A mapping
function is used to convert the non-formal vulnerability
q
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names into the formal ones. As a result, M2D2 aggregates
alerts as ‘‘caused by the same event’’ and ‘‘referring to the
same vulnerability’’. [3] introduced a probabilistic
approach that can handle the heterogeneous alerts based
on an alert template. The correlation approach considers
the alert feature similarity. In [4], a new incoming alert is
compared to the latest alerts in all existing scenarios, and
then joins the scenario with the highest probability score.
However, there are three aspects that need to be considered regarding the alerts correlation technique. First, the
major obstacle of the alert correlation is the lack of universal alert description standard, and the non-uniform alert
formats make alert correlation costly and diﬃcult. Intrusion Detection Message Exchange Format (IDMEF, see
http://www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-idwg-idmefxml-03.txt) was proposed to be a standard IDS alert format. It includes object-oriented class and a list of attributes
that can describe a speciﬁc alert. However, IDMEF limits
the alert semantic representation and reasoning because it
does not provide the ﬁelds for intrusion behavior semantics, making automatic reasoning for intrusion scenarios
diﬃcult to implement. Third, inadequate attention has
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been paid to the attack knowledge query interface. The
query interface between the IDS and the security administrator/user can facilitate attack monitoring by making speciﬁc queries to the attack scenario knowledge. The
traditional keyword search is not suitable for IDS semantic
query because the number of keyword occurrences cannot
tell how relevant the search result is to the attack plan. For
example, due to the existence of false alarms and alerts triggered by normal network activities, one occurrence of
‘‘buﬀer overﬂow,, alert may be more signiﬁcant than tens
of ‘‘Telnet’’ alerts. Since semantic contents are ﬂexible in
answering sophisticated queries, IDS user query model
should support attack semantic query.
In this paper, we propose the autonomic IDS event analysis system (AIEAS) represented by the description logics
(DL). The techniques of two areas: natural language processing (NLP) and Semantic Web are applied in AIEAS.
The principles and methods in NLP are mature enough
to be applied to acquire the semantic information from
IDS alerts, while the problems of semantic attack knowledge search can be tackled by Semantic Web approaches.
In [9,11], how NLP can be employed in the domain of
Information Assurance and Security was discussed. The
ontological semantics was employed to standardize terminology in the domain of Information Security by translating non-standard terms in the texts into their standard
equivalents. On the other hand, Internet is primarily composed of information designed only for human to read and
understand, but not for machine interpretation. BernersLee described his vision of the Semantic Web, allowing
web resources understandable by the machines (see
www.w3.org/DesignIssues/Semantic.html). In [12], an
approach of information retrieval over the Semantic Web
was presented.

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the autonomic self-management Intrusion Detection System implemented by
AIEAS. AIEAS includes Attack Knowledge Base AKB,
which consists of Abox A and Tbox T. The attack intrusion ontology in T and the attack instance base in A are
conceptual models to enhance the system’s autonomic
capacity. Within the system, IDS sensors monitor the network traﬃc, and defend the intrusion attacks from WAN.
The AIEAS works with the sensors as follows: it collects
the raw alerts from IDS sensors, converts the alerts into
the formal semantic representation, and queries the attack
scenario knowledge with the semantic conjunctive query
language. Here, DL is used as the formalism for representing attack knowledge, as well as some important expression
underlying the system.
Fig. 2 represents the layered attack knowledge representation formalism of AIEAS, whose aim is to formalize the
raw alerts into machine understandable, computationable
and ﬁnally implementable formalism. In the alert understandable layer, the syntactic-format alerts are converted
into machine-understandable semantic alert streams by
Principal-Subordinate Consequence Tagging Case Grammar (PCTCG) and the ontology deﬁned in the intrusion
security domain. Every entity in the ontology has a corresponding element in the description logics formalism.
Afterwards, 2-Atom Alert Semantic Network (2-AASN)
was generated from PCTCG streams, and semantic operations are subsequently used over 2-AASN to generate the
hidden attack scenarios. In the attack scenarios, entities
and relations referenced in the ontology are translated into
individuals within the description logics system. Then
spreading activation technique is used to implement the
semantic attack knowledge search. In speciﬁc, the conjunctive query is translated into a sequence of query terms using
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Fig. 1. Autonomic self-management Intrusion Detection System.
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Fig. 2. Attack knowledge representation formalism.
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DL, and the answer to the conjunctive attack knowledge
query is constituted by the set of instances of each query
term.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the basic DL and the used in AIEAS, Section 3
describes the semantic scheme of AIEAS and PCTCG. 2AASN are introduced in Section 4. Section 5 describes attack
scenarios semantic query model. In Section 6, the simulation
results are presented, and Section 7 is the conclusion.
2. Description logics
2.1. Basic conceptions
DL [5] is a formal language for representing knowledge
and is the core of the knowledge representation system. DL
systems provide their users with various inference capabilities that allow them to deduce implicit knowledge from the
explicitly represented knowledge. In this section, some
basic deﬁnitions of DL are introduced.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Knowledge Base). A Knowledge Base KB
based on DL includes a TBox T and an ABox A, and is
denoted as KB ¼ hT; Ai. T contains intensional knowledge in the form of a terminology while A contains
assertional knowledge that is speciﬁc to the individuals of
the domain.
Deﬁnition 2.2 (DL interpretation). A DL interpretation I
is a pair MI and I , where the MI is a non-empty set called
the domain of the interpretation, and I is an interpretation
function. Interpretation function MI maps
• each concept name A to a subset AI of MI
• each role name R to a subset RI of MI  MI
• each individual name i to an element iI of MI

Deﬁnition 2.3 (TBox terminological axioms). The terminological axioms in T make statements about how concepts
or roles are related to each other, and describe the structure
of a domain. The terminological axioms have the form:
A „ B, A v B, and A ˙ B ” ;, where the axiom of the ﬁrst
kind is called equation, while the axiom of the second kind
is called inclusion, and the axiom of the third kind is called
disjointness. If the interpretation I satisﬁes an axiom a, let
denote this as I  a.
:
• I  A¼B, iff AI  BI
• I  A \ B  ;, iff AI \ BI  ;
• I  T, iff I satisﬁes every axiom in T.
Deﬁnition 2.4 (ABox assertional axioms). The assertional
axioms ‘‘included in’’ have the form: a:C or Æa, bæ:R, where
the axiom of the ﬁrst kind is called the concept assertion,
while the axiom of the second kind is called the role
assertion.

•
•
•
•
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I  a : C, iff aI 2 CI
I  ha; bi : R, iff haI ; bI i 2 RI
I  A, iff I satisﬁes every axiom in I
I  KB ¼ hT; Ai, iff I 2 A and I 2 T

2.2. Attack ontology
In this paper, we extended KB to the AKB in the
domain of intrusion security, which is an expressive modeling approach to implement AIEAS. We also deﬁne T and
A of AKB, as well as the Attack Interpretation AI. In
T, semantic intrusion attack ontology is deﬁned based on
the following questions that security administrators would
naturally ask: When did the actions happen? Where did the
actions happen? By which means did the actions happen?
What results did the actions cause? etc.,
Fig. 3 presents the three-layer OT hierarchy of the concepts and relations. Each concept in the ontology is described
by a set of attributes. Object role means the receiving end of
the action, and it has has object and be object of attributes.
The meronymy (has an object) and holonymy (is a part of)
attributes from part-whole role describe the situations that
one entity contains other entity. Consequence tagging role
explains at which stage the attack may locate: gather information, making enable or launching attacks. Every semantic
role deﬁned in OT describes a semantic aspect of a certain
action. Based on OT , AI maps these loose and uncorrelated
individual actions into coherent attack plan by the semantic
expressive description.
Deﬁnition 2.5 (AKB Tbox T). The T in OT is a 3-tuple
T ¼ hC; R; Ai, where C is a set of classes, which denote a
set of the concepts, R is a set of the relations, which denote
the binary relationships between the concepts, and A is a
set of the concepts’ attributes.
Deﬁnition 2.6 (AKB Abox A). A contains the instances
of C and R deﬁned in OT , and is 3-tuple consisting of concepts, relations, and instances, A ¼ hC; R; Ii, where I is set
of class attributes.
A contains extensional knowledge about the domain of
intrusion attack, that is, assertions about the concepts and
semantic relations. Using concepts C and role R, two kind
assertion axioms exist: C (a) and R (b, c). Based on [15], we
build up the intrusion attack instance base. For example,
Fig. 4 shows an example of the attack instance base
fragment.
3. Semantic scheme and principal-subordinate consequence
tagging case grammar
3.1. Semantic scheme of AIEAS
Fig. 5 shows the semantic scheme of AIEAS. It includes
four layers: the syntax layer, the semantic layer, the ontology layer, and the pragmatic layer. In the syntax layer, the
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raw data in the form of alert log ﬁles, forms the basis.
We can also extend the data model to support other
types of logs to make the syntax layer more compatible.
In the semantic layer, there exists AKB, where stores
the semantic information of the alerts. AKB is maintained by the semantic extractor, which extract the
semantic information from various types of raw data
and stored in the databases. The alert ﬁle and the sensor type are the inputs to the PCTCG converter, which
transfers the raw alerts into uniform PCTCG streams.
AKB interfaces with both the semantic layer and the
ontology layer. Its ontology OT and attack instances
IA of AKB are applied to the PCTCG streams to
generate 2-AASN in ontology layer. In the semantic
application layer, the semantic operations are applied
on 2-AASN to derive the attack scenario. Based on
the alert context, attack scenario instances are generated
and the highly interpretable attack scenario query
results can be forwarded to the security administrator
by the semantic query model.
3.2. PCTCG
PCTCG is deﬁned as the semantic format used to
describe the alert from the perspective of the attacker’s
behavioral action. The attack action is more universal
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than IDS alerts since for the same attacker behavior,
two heterogeneous IDS sensors may generate two diﬀerent alerts for the same behavior. We assume the attack
scenario, S = {(e1,a1), (e2,a2),    (en, an)} is an attack
sequence of events and actions, where 2-tuple
(ei, ai),1 6 i 6 n, which implies that attack action ai is
the primary action performed in the attack event ei, and
the eﬀect of the event is caused by ai. For example, the
primary action of alert SCAN Squid Proxy Attempt is
scanning port. Case grammar theory can be applied when
the attack action ai can be considered as a verb in linguistics. Case grammar is proposed by Fillmore and describes
the semantic roles between the verbs and other entities [7].
In our work, modiﬁed case grammar PCTCG is developed to extract the alerts semantic information from
raw alerts. PCTCG is formally deﬁned as G =
{Mn, C, F, S}, where Mn is the alert messages set of the
IDS sensor with sensor name n, C speciﬁes the set of
possible semantic roles (slots) between alerts, F is the
set of case ﬁllers (legal value for each slot), and S is the
set of subordinate keywords. For every alert, we deﬁne
several subordinate keywords which can describe the alert
background well. For example, consider two Snort alerts:
FINGER 0 query and FINGER redirection attempt. Based
on the alert semantic information, their PCTCG streams
are represented by the following format:

E½M n : ðFINGER 0 queryÞsnort  ¼
9e.½9v½commandðC::has objectðFINGER daemonÞ; third party; vÞ ^ C::possible cause
ðUser account; passwordÞ ^ C::cause ðFINGER command with username 0 00 Þ
^ C::consequence taggingðlaunching attackÞ ^ S : ðFinger query; third partyÞ.
E½M n : ðFINGER redirection attemptÞsnort  ¼
ke.½9v½forwardðC::has objectðFINGER queryÞ; third party; vÞ ^ C::possible cause ðgain infoÞ
^ C::cause ðDDos; indirect connectionÞ ^ S : ðFinger query; third partyÞ.
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Fig. 6. Semantic matching between PCTCG alert formats.
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where E is an entity described as ‘‘the event in which the Finger daemon forward the query to the third party’’. $e means
‘‘there exists an event. . .’’, $v means ‘‘there exists a kind of
attack action. . .’’, ‘‘’’ is logical conjunction, and :: means
‘‘include’’. Here, has object, possible cause, cause, consequence tagging are the semantic roles, ﬁnger requery, +info,DDoS, indirect connection, launching attack ﬁll the slots
of the above roles respectively, and FINGER requery and
thirty party are the subordinate keywords. Based on [5], the
following formulas are deﬁned to translate the predict logic
into DL.
Deﬁnition 3.8. (Predict logic transform axioms)
•
•
•
•

#$C = $x § C(x)
#$R.C(x) = $y.R(x,y) § C(y)
#"R.C(x) = "y.R(x,y) § C(y)V V
#
W6nR ðxÞ ¼ 8y 1 y i y n ðyÞRðx; y 1 Þ    Rðx; y nþ1 Þ !
i<y ðy i Þ ¼ y j
V V
•#
PnR
V ðxÞ ¼ 9y 1 y i y n ðyÞRðx; y 1 Þ    Rðx; y nþ1 Þ !
i<y ðy i Þ 6¼ y j

In Fig. 6, the Entity-Relationship (E-R) diagram is used
to represent the PCTCG format. The E-R scheme can be
translated into DL description. Each entity in the E-R
diagram can be translated into a concept in DL, while each
E-R role is translated into a DL role. The DL statement of
E-R can be expressed as follows:

When one alert is in the subordinate phase, if its subordinate keywords are in a speciﬁc relationship with the
principle alert, these two alerts are correlated. The
PCTCG format stream of these two alerts are shown
in Fig. 6.
The generation of 2-AASN works under the Principal-subordinate relation. If there exists semantic attribute matching between the case ﬁller and subordinate
keyword, 2-AASN ﬁlls the slots: node1::case ﬁller
Æsemantic attribute, node2::subordinate keywordæ or
node2::case ﬁller Æsemantic attribute, node1::subordinate
keywordæ, and an arc between the case ﬁller and subordinate keyword is generated. For example, the 2-AASN
format of two alerts: FINGER 0 query and FINGER
redirection attempt is following, which can also be presented by the semantic weighed network graph shown
in Fig. 7.
SN ½node1; node2 ¼ f
node1 : hsubordinate;node1::usernamei;
node1 : hsubordinate;node1::FINGER daemoni;
node2 : hcause;indirect connectioni;
node2hhas object;FINGER queryi;
node2::indirect connectionhbe object of ;node1::usernamei;
node2::FINGER queryhhas object; node1::FINGER daemoni.

ðFinger redirection attemptÞSnort ¼ f
#9INTRUSION SENSOR NAME Snort;
\ #9HAS OBJECT .Finger query Finger redirection attempt;
\ #9POSSIBLE CAUSE.gain information Finger redirection attempt;
\ #9CAUSE.DDOS; indirect connection Finger redirection attempt;
\ #9CONSEQUENCE TAGGING.launch attack Finger redirection attempt;
\ #9SUBORDIANATE KEYWORD.Finger query; third party Finger redirection attemptg.
4. Alert semantic network

4.2. Attack scenario

4.1. 2-AASN

In order to extract the attack scenario from 2-AASN,
The semantic operator % is deﬁned: principle alert:Æsemantic attribute,principle alert::case ﬁlleræ % principle alert::case
ﬁller:Æsemantic attribute,subordinate alert::subordinate keywordæ. Table 1 shows the semantic role fusion operations.
Some semantic roles, cannot be fused, which are marked
by ;.
Consider the two parent nodes in 2-AASN: node A and
node B. The case ﬁller and subordinate keyword of node A
and B are denoted as A::case ﬁller, A::keyword, B::case ﬁller
and B::keyword, respectively. The (possible) cause, enable,

In [6] this section, 2-AASN is proposed as the semantic
correlation representation between two alerts based on [8].
The edges of the 2-AASN represents PCTCG semantic
attribute or the label subordinate, and the nodes represent
two atom alerts or their child nodes: case ﬁller or the subordinate keyword. The formal format of 2-AASN is based
on 2-tuple slot, Æsemantic attributes, case ﬁlleræ, or Æsubordinate subordinate keywordæ, which describes the semantic
role or subordinated keyword:

SN ½node1; node2 ¼ f
node1 : hsubordinate; node1::subordinate keywordiþ Þ;
node2 : hsemantic attributes; node2::case filleriþ Þ;
node2::case fillerhsemantic attributes; node1::subordinate keywordiþ Þg;
where node1 is subordinate alert; node2 is principle alert; and þÞ means P 1.
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Table 1
Semantic role fusion operations
X

X%C = C

X%C = X

X % C = EE

X % C = EB

OH
OB
LH
LB
MH
MB
PC
PB
WM/WH

OH,LH,LB,MH,MB,PB,CB
OB,LH,LB,MH,MB,PC,CC
OH,LH,LB,MH,MB,WM,WH
LB,MH
LH,LB,MH,PC,CC
OB,LH,LB,MB,PB,BB
PC,CC
PB,BB
OH,OB,LH,LB,MH,MB,PC, CC,PB,CB,WM,WH

WM,WH
;
MB,WM,WH
MH,WM,WH
LH,LB,WM,WH
LH,LB,WM,WH
OH,LH,MH,WM,WH
OH,OB,LB,PB,CB, WM,WH
;

PC,CC
;
PC,CC
PC,CC
;
PC,CC
OB,LB,MB
;
;

;
PB,CB
;
PB,CB
PB,BB
;
;
LH,MH,MB
;

Where OH, has object; OB, be object of; LH, has location; LB, be location of; MH, has instrument; MB, by means of; PC, (possible) cause; PB, be
(possible) caused of; CC, cause; CB, be caused of; WM, meronymy; WH, Holonymy; EE, Enable; EB, be enabled by.

instrument, object, part-whole, and spatial rules are
deﬁned. The enable rule takes place when one entity facilitates the other’s attack process. The spatial rule describes
the situation where one entity is surrounded by another
entity but is not part of that entity. The (possible) cause,
enable, instrument, and object rules are concerned with
attack action ‘‘time’’ domain whereas the part-whole and
spatial rules are related to ‘‘space’’ domain. Every correlation rule includes two matching phases: the active way (primary ) secondary) and the passive way (secondary 
primary). When extracting the correlation, if the sum of
the weights of the principle alert’s semantic attribute and
the ﬁlled slot is greater than the semantic weight threshold
(set to be 5), % operation is performed. For example, the
correlation between two alerts, FINGER 0 query and FINGER redirection attempt, is shown in Fig. 8. The attack scenario classes can be generated from the alert correlations.
The attack scenario class is a directed graph where nodes
are alert components and arcs are semantic correlations.
4.3. Alert context window

• Attack scenario instance – Attack scenario instance is
the subset of the attack scenario classes, generated based
on the alert context.
• Alert context window – Alert context window is the
number of alerts before and after the interested focus
alert.
• Focus alert – Focus alert is the alert in the attack scenario class, which has semantic relation with other alerts.
The set of focus alerts is denoted as FC.

Deﬁnition 4.2. (Evaluation parameter)
• Attack class missing focus alert number – Attack class
missing focus alert number is the number of focus alerts
that the attack scenario class does not include.
• Attack class false focus alert number – Attack class false
focus alert number is the number of focus alerts that
exist in the attack scenario class, but are not focus alerts.
• Attack class node instance rate – Attack class node
instance rate is the percentage of attack instance nodes
in an attack scenario class.
Attack Class Node Instance Rate

Deﬁnition 4.1. (Related deﬁnitions)
¼
• Attack scenario class – Given a sequence of the attack
actions, the attack scenario class is deﬁned as all possible
combinations of correlated actions with the relation
weights above the semantic weight threshold.

# of nodes in attack scenario instance
# of nodes in attack scenario class

• Attack class instance rate – Attack class instance rate is
the percentage of attack instance links in an attack scenario class.
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Fig. 8. Semantic relation.

Attack Class Link Instance Rate
# of links in attack scenario instance
¼
# of links in attack scenario class
• Attack class missing attack link number – Attack class
missing attack link number is the number of focus links
the attack scenario class does not include.
• Attack class false attack link number – Attack class false
attack link number is the number of focus links that
exist in the attack scenario class, but are not focus links.
Since the attack scenario classes include all possible combinations of attack strategies and the attackers may only
adopt a subset of the attack strategies to launch the attacks,
to build the attack scenario we need to consider the alerts
context of the speciﬁc alert ﬁle. Because of the high volume
of the alerts, it is not possible to consider correlation
between the interested focus alert and all other alerts.
Therefore, the alert context window size needs to be determined, and we only consider the alerts within the context
window and generate the attack scenarios from them.
In NLP, context is used to determine the pronunciation,
words collocation and words unambiguity [17,18]. Here,
the alerts context refers to the source and destination IP
addresses, and timestamps within a certain context window. The alert context window (ACW) size is an important
parameter of the alert context, which is the number of
alerts before and after the interested focus alert. If the
ACW size is too small, the correlated alerts would be
absent. On the other hand, if the ACW size is too large,
unnecessary computations and correlation noises (unrelated alerts) will be added. To extract attack scenarios, ACW
should provide enough semantic information, and also
restrains the correlation noises. However, there is no
general method to deﬁne the size of the context window
in natural language processing. In [16], the context window ± ﬁve can provide 95% context for the linguistic collocations. [19] also sets the window size to ﬁve to show the
constraints between verbs and arguments. However, a
small window size can identify the ﬁxed expressions and
word collocations that hold over a short range. Because
of the interest in the semantic correlation between the
alerts, therefore, a larger alert window size which can cover
the semantic knowledge is preferable. The mutual information method [16] is used to determine the ACW size. Mutual information, which is a measurement of the associative
strength between a pair of events, is deﬁned to be

MIðA; C; dÞ ¼

XX

pða; c; dÞIða; c; dÞ;

ð1Þ

a2A c2C

Iða; c; dÞ ¼ log2

pða; c; dÞ
;
pðaÞpðcÞ

ð2Þ

where a „ c and I (a, c, d) is the association ratio of two
alerts a and c, and p (a) and p (c) are the probabilities of
a and c, and p (a,c, d) is the probability that a occurs before
or after c at the distance d. If there is an association between a and c, I (a, c, d)  0.
From Fig. 9, it is clear that as the alert context window
size increases, the degree of the mutual information
decreases. At some distances, the associations are very
small and do not decrease signiﬁcantly, at which there
are almost no associations between them. We chose 60 as
the ACW size. Within the ACW context range, the alerts
and their semantic attributes build up the attack scenarios.
5. Spreading activation and semantic query
The current IDS monitoring system can hardly provides
precise answers for the attack scenario related queries. In
[10,14], the conjunctive query approach for Semantic
Web was presented and will be our basis in deﬁning the
semantic attack knowledge query language. The following
are the deﬁnitions of the semantic queries.
Deﬁnition 5.3. (Various conjunctive query statements) Four
types of statements are deﬁned as follows:
• Does alert node x which belongs to the set of nodes in
the attack scenario? ﬁ x:FC
• What is the associated alert node y of alert node x for
semantic
relation
R? ﬁ #$R.C(x)
where
#$R.C(x) = $y.R(x, y)C(x)
• Do correlation between x and y belongs to R? ﬁ Æx,yæ:R
• Derive the attack paths from the initial node x to the
destination node y? ﬁ Æx,z1æ:R1  Æz1,z2æ: R2    Æzn,yæ:
Rn+1
In our query model, the attack semantic query is used to
enable the administrator to query the intrusion states of the
network. The semantic relationships can be queried and
discovered through traversing sequence of links among
the entities of interests. Since the attack scenario classes
include all possible combinations of the attack actions,
the attack scenario instances are generated based on the
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Fig. 9. Mutual information for various ACW size.

alert context which describes the speciﬁc attack scenario.
Using the weight mapping technique, a weight is assigned
to each relation instance to express the associated strength
between two nodes. In [14], the cluster weight mapping was
introduced and the formula used to calculate the weight is
n
P
nijk
i¼1
W ðC j ; C k Þ ¼ P
.
ð3Þ
n
nij
i¼1

The value nij denotes that the concept Cj is related to Ci.
The value nijk denotes that both concepts Cj and Ck are related to Ci.
The spread activation (SA) technique [14] is used in our
semantic query model for attack scenario knowledge
retrieval. SA searches for the paths connecting the start
nodes and the destination nodes based on an evaluation
criterion. For example, given the initial set of nodes and
their activation values, the activation ﬂows through the
network reaching other concepts which are closely related
to the initial concepts. If the current node passes certain
constraints and not all its neighbors are activated, it propagates its activation value to its neighbors. The activation
strength decreases in proportional to the distance between.
The decay factor is deﬁned to reduce the activation
strength within the propagation process. The activation
input into a node can be represented by the following
formula:
m
X
Ij ¼
Oi W ij ð1  aÞ;
ð4Þ
i¼1

where Ij is the total input of node j, Oi is the output of node i
connecting to node j, a is the decay factor, and Wij is the
weight associated to the link connecting node i to node j by
the weight mapping. The output activation of node Oi is
determined by

Ii Ii > T ;
Oi ¼ fi ðI i Þ where f i ðI i Þ ¼
ð5Þ
0 Ii 6 T ;

where T is the threshold. The output value is ﬁred to all
nodes connected to the active node. The spreading phase
of the pulse consists of the ﬂow of activation waves from
one node to all other nodes connected to it. This cycle goes
on until the termination condition is met. The end result of
the SA process is the activation level of each node in the
network at the termination time.
For IDS, at the semantic query interface, the user can
express the attack scenario knowledge query in terms of
the attack phrases. With the help of attack phrase synonym
knowledge base, the query model searches for all the nodes
in the attack instance network whose subordinate keywords
match the attack phrases or the phrases’ synonyms. Those
matched nodes are supplied to SA as the initial nodes and
their initial activation values are set to 1. The user can also
deﬁne the terminal states (the default terminal states are the
attack launching nodes in the scenarios) to stop the SA
process. The set of nodes obtained at the end of the propagation are presented to the user as the result of the semantic search.
6. Simulation
The datasets in our simulations are DARPA LLDOS
1.0 and 1999 week 2 Wednesday from MIT Lincoln Laboratory (see www.ll.mit.edu/IST/ideval/data). We used
Snort as the IDS sensor (see http://www.Snort.org).
First, we replayed the dataset and aggregated the generated alerts according to the source IP address, target IP
address, and the consecutive timeslots. The PCTCG format of these alerts is generated using the Snort semantic
knowledge database. Afterwards, 2-AASN of the alerts is
built up, and the correlation between them is extracted
by the semantic attribute operation to form the attack
scenario class (the semantic match weight threshold is
set to 5).
Our simulation results showed that there were three
attack scenario instances in LLDOS (attacker
202.77.162.213 ﬁ victim 172.16.115.20, 202.77.162.213 ﬁ
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victim 172.16.112.10, and 202.77.162.213 ﬁ victim
172.16.112.50). As shown in Table 2, FAR-FAR can
decrease the false alarm sharply. For example, after the
aggregation, the alert number decreased to 0.32%, and
there are 0.13% alerts in the attack scenario instance. Furthermore, 0.042% aggregated alerts were in the gather
information attack stage, 0.087% aggregated alerts in the
making enable stage, and 0.0074% aggregated alerts in the
launching attack stage. The attack scenarios of two datasets
are shown in Fig. 10. The scenario class of LLDOS 1.0
includes six focus alerts (node 1, node 2, node 3, node 4,
node 6 and node 9), and attack instance weight matrices
are also presented in Fig. 10(a). The attack scenario class
of 1999 week 2 Wednesday dataset is shown in Fig. 10(b).
Second, the datasets were simulated under diﬀerent w
values to evaluate the performance of SIM. w is set as four,
ﬁve and six, respectively. The simulation results are shown
in Table 3. For example, when w = 5, the node instance

ratio is 0.86, and the link instance ratio is 0.50, implying
that the generated attack scenario class can describe the
actual attack plan in the LLDOS 1.0 dataset well, without
causing high false actions and false semantic relations.
Moreover, there is no attack class which misses the focus
alert, no attack class which produces false focus alerts,
and no attack class which misses the attack step, implying
that FAR-FAR can ‘‘denoise’’ the unrelated alerts without
missing attack steps.
Third, for the attack semantic query, two queries were
simulated on the LLDOS 1.0 dataset. Suppose the network
administrator knows certain hosts have the vulnerability of
sadmind service, and wants to know whether this vulnerability can be used to cause the DDoS attacks. Thus, in query 1, he/she inputs the attack state ‘‘admin’’, sets the DDoS
as the terminate state, and submits this query to the semantic search model. In query 2, he/she wants to know what
one-step consequence the RPC Sadmind overﬂow event

Table 2
Simulation results of alerts number in two alert datasets (w = 5)
Data set

Snort alert

Aggregated alert (%)

Alerts in instance (%)

Gather information (%)

Make enable (%)

Launch attack (%)

LLDOS 1.0
99 week 2 Wednesday

40288
31601

0.32
8.38

0.13
0.105

0.042
0.035

0.087
0.019

0.0074
0.051
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Node 1: MISC Source Port 20 to <1024
Node 2: WEB-IIS *.idc attempt
Node 3: WEB-CGI /cgi-bin/ access
Node 4: WEB-CGI perl.exe command attempt
Node 5: WEB-IIS fpcount access
Node 6: WEB-IIS newdsn.exe access
Node 7: Telnet access login
Node 8: Telent incorrect login
Node 9: WEB-MISC queryhit.htm access
Node 10: NETBIOS BULL SESSION
Node 11: ATTACK-RESPONSES 403
Forbidden
Node 12: WEB-CGI redirect access
Node 13: SMTP rcpt to sed command attempt
Node 14: WEB-CGI db2www access
Node 15: WEB-CGI finger access
Node 16: ATTACK-RESPONSES Invalid URL
Node 17: WEB-CGI calender.pl access
Node 18: WEB-MISC backup access
Node 19: WEB-CGI campus access

Node 20: web-cgi 2sh
Node 21: WEB-IIS iissamples access
Node 22: WEB-MISC Lotus Notes .pl script
source download attempt
Node 23: WEB-CGI wrap access
Node 24: WEB-CGI count.cgi access
Node 25: Attack-response directory listing
Node 26: WEB-MISC RBS ISP /newuser
access
Node 27: WEB-FRONTPAGE shtml.dll access
Node 28: FINGER 0 query
Node 29: FINGER redirection attempt
Node 30: FINGER root query
Node 31: SNMP request tcp
Node 32: SNMP trap tcp
Node 33: SNMP AgentX/tcp request
Node 34: SCAN SOCKS Proxy attempt
Node 35: SCAN Squid Proxy attempt
Node 36: SCAN Proxy \(8080\) attempt
Node 37: FTP satan scan
Node 38: FTP passwd retrieval attempt

Fig. 10. Attack scenario simulation results (a) Attack scenario of LLDOS 1.0. (b) Attack scenario class of 99 week 2 Wednesday.
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Table 3
Simulation results of evaluation parameters in two alert datasets
Parameters

LLDOS 1.0

99 week 2 Wednesday

w=4

w=5

w=6

w=4

w=5

w=6

Attack class missing focus alert
Attack class false focus alert
Attack class missing attack links
Attack class false attack links
Node instance rate
Link instance rate

0
0
0
6
0.86
0.44

0
0
0
3
0.86
0.77

0
0
1
2
1.00
1.00

2
4
2
7
0.69
0.50

2
2
2
5
0.82
0.56

2
2
2
4
0.75
0.50

Table 4
Semantic search results of query 1 and query 2 (w = 5)
Query

Semantic search path

Node activation

Initial set:
Terminate set:

202.77.162.213 ﬁ 172.16.115.20:
1.0 ﬁ 0.9 ﬁ 0.69 ﬁ 0.52 ﬁ 1.16 ﬁ 0.52 ﬁ 0.47
202.77.162.213 ﬁ 172.16.112.10:

Query 1

1.0 ﬁ 0.9 ﬁ 0.65 ﬁ 0.44 ﬁ 1.05 ﬁ 0.46 ﬁ 0.43
202.77.162.213 ﬁ 172.16.112.50:
1.0 ﬁ 0.9 ﬁ 0.65 ﬁ 0.44 ﬁ 1.05 ﬁ 0.46 ﬁ 0.43
202.77.162.213 ﬁ 172.16.115.20:
1.0 ﬁ 0.75, 1.0 ﬁ 0.46
202.77.162.213 ﬁ 172.16.115.20:

Query 2
Initial set:
Terminate set:

1.0 ﬁ 0.48 1.0 ﬁ 0.46
202.77.162.213 ﬁ 172.16.112.50:
1.0 ﬁ 0.48 1.0 ﬁ 0.46

can produce. Table 4 shows the query results and its
semantic search weights. For query 1, three attack scenario
instances have identical terminal set, and the attack steps
from, discovering sadmind vulnerability to launching
attack are as follows: Hosts running sadmind service are
probed, by using the ‘‘ping’’ option of the sadmind exploit
program ( ); the attacker tries to break into these hosts by
remote buﬀer-overﬂow attack ( ); to test whether or not a
break-in was successful, the attacker attempts several login
commands via telnet ( ); then, the attacker installs the
‘‘.rhosts’’ ﬁle ( ), and ﬁnally launches the DDos attacks
( ). The semantic search path in Table 4, and their activations can clearly inform the network administrator about
the above attack plan. For query 2, the consequence of
the RPC Sadmind overﬂow event is enabling the attack to
install the ‘‘.rhosts’’ ﬁle by telnet (
, and
).
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an IDS autonomic event
analysis system, AIEAS, which allows inferring the
attack scenarios and enabling the attack knowledge
semantic queries. The AIEAS is represented by description logics and with PCTCG, the raw alerts are converted into machine-readable uniform PCTCG streams.
Next, the attack scenario classes are extracted from 2AASN and based on the alert context, the attack scenar-

io instances are generated. By spreading activation, the
semantic query results are forwarded to the security
administrator for the intrusion states. Our simulation
results show that the semantic scheme not only performs
as well as the traditional alert correlation technique, but
also facilities the semantic reasoning and query
capabilities.
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